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Perspectives on LHC PhysicsWorld Scientific Publishing, 2008
The Large Hadron Collider (LHC), located at CERN, Geneva, Switzerland, will be the world's largest and highest energy and highest intensity particle accelerator. Here is a timely book with several perspectives on the hoped-for discoveries from the LHC.
  This book provides an overview on the techniques that will be crucial for finding new...
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Thinking in Java (4th Edition)Prentice Hall, 2006

	Thinking in Java has earned raves from programmers worldwide for its extraordinary clarity, careful organization, and small, direct programming examples. From the fundamentals of Java syntax to its most advanced features, Thinking in Java is designed to teach, one simple step at a time.
...
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Beet-Sugar HandbookJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006

	The first all-in-one reference for the beet-sugar industry

	

	Beet-Sugar Handbook is a practical and concise reference for technologists, chemists, farmers, and research personnel involved with the beet-sugar industry. It covers:

	* Basics of beet-sugar technology

	* Sugarbeet farming

	* Sugarbeet...
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Manufacturing Execution System - MESSpringer, 2007
The classical factory fades into history as production plants today develop into modern service centers. Problems in management arise for which many companies are not yet prepared: economic efficiency of modern added value is not a property of products alone but of the process. Decisive potential in business now is a question of process capability,...
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Factory Planning Manual: Situation-Driven Production Facility PlanningSpringer, 2009

	This book describes the factory planning process with its manifold practical characteristics. Previous planning approaches only emanate from the product model. Future plannings need to allow for dissimilarity of an individual factory more strongly, i.e., the factory will feature even more individual characteristics according to its position...
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Programming Microsoft  Composite UI Application Block and Smart Client Software Factory (Pro-Best Practices)Microsoft Press, 2007
The first release of the Composite UI Application Block took place in December of 2005, and the first release of the Smart Client Software Factory in July of 2006. This book might therefore seem to be appearing a bit late in the lifecycle of the software, at least compared to others that I've written. However, CAB and SCSF originally represented...
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Studio Recording ProceduresMcGraw-Hill, 2005
HIT FACTORY RECORDING ENGINEER MIKE SHEA REVEALS THE SECRETS OF INCREDIBLE SOUND
 Only this unique guide teaches all the pros' secret techniques for creating amazing sound in the recording studio. This unique text brings recording studio equipment to life -- and shows you how to use it to create high-quality recordings,...
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Learning Reactive Programming With Java 8Packt Publishing, 2015

	Learn how to use RxJava and its reactive Observables to build fast, concurrent, and powerful applications through detailed examples


	About This Book

	
		Learn about Java 8's lambdas and what reactive programming is all about, and how these aspects are utilized by RxJava
	
		Build fast and...
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Java 9 Revealed: For Early Adoption and MigrationApress, 2017

	
		Explore the new Java 9 modules, SDK, JDK, JVM, JShell and more in this comprehensive book that covers what’s new in Java 9 and how to use these new features. Java 9 Revealed is for experienced Java programmers looking to migrate to Java 9.  Author Kishori Sharan begins by covering how to develop Java...
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Goal/Question/Metric MethodMcGraw-Hill, 1999

	The original ideas for the Goal Question Metric Paradigm came from the need to solve a practical problem back in the late 1970s. How do you decide what you need to measure in order to achieve your goals? We (Dr. David Weiss and I) faced the problem when trying to understand the types of changes (modifications and defects) being made to a set...
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Design Patterns CDAddison Wesley, 1997
With the profusion of technologies, it's rare to say that a particular book is required reading for developers. Design Patterns: Elements of Reusable Object Oriented Software is one of those indispensable texts for anyone who develops software using objects. This CD-ROM edition contains a hypertext version of the book, along with...
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The Disney Way, Revised Edition: Harnessing the Management Secrets of Disney in Your CompanyMcGill-Queen, 2006

	“So useful you may whistle while you work”- Fortune


	The original edition of The Disney Way was awarded a coveted “Best Business Book of the Year” by Fortune magazine. The world's foremost experts on Disney, Bill Capodagli and Lynn Jackson revealed Walt's secret success formula...
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